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ABSTRACT
Playing the stock market is one of the many frontiers of ap-
plied artificial intelligence. The problem of optimizing asset
allocation within a portfolio to yield a return above the mar-
ket is a hard problem. Current approaches include multi-
agent systems in which the task of gathering data, predicting
trend and choosing assets are divided between specialized co-
operative agents that simulate the environment of an invest-
ment fund. This paper builds upon existing models to create
ORACLIA (Optimizing Resource Allocation and Capital
Lucrativeness with Intelligent Agents), a multi-agent sys-
tem for portfolio optimization in the Brazilian Stock Mar-
ket (Bovespa). A multi-agent architecture was defined and
implemented with the use of machine learning classification
models to generate buy and sell signals based on the success
or failure probability of a predefined strategy. The classi-
fication models are able to predict success or failure of a
strategy with over 80% accuracy for certain assets. These
models successfully replaces the traditional approach that
uses regression to predict stock price trends. Backtesting
results, conducted in a simulated environment with actual
stock market data from 2015 and 2016, show ORACLIA
achieves net results up to eight times higher than single as-
set portfolios or general benchmarks such as Ibovespa, the
main index for Bovespa.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Choosing to buy assets based on a predictive upward trend

is a discipline that dates back to the early days of capitalism.
The introduction of artificial intelligence (AI) methods in
investment portfolio management and the rise of machine
learning have drawn a lot of attention to the field, which
promises big rewards for those who can crack the challenge.

When a bank or a hedge fund decides which stock to buy
and which to sell, many players are involved in the decision.
There are those who gather the data, those who process
it and try to come up with stock price trends, and those
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who use this information to trade. The described players’
rules can be well represented by multi-agent systems that
resemble real day-to-day environments.

Considering the above scenario, this paper presents ORA-
CLIA, a multi-agent system for portfolio optimization in the
Brazilian Stock Market (Bovespa). It was built upon exist-
ing approaches in which the task of gathering data, predict-
ing trend and choosing assets are divided among specialized,
cooperative agents that simulate an investment fund. Each
agent in ORACLIA reflects the role that would be occupied
by an employee in a hedge fund structure. The behavior
of each agent is heavily based on AI methods, such as su-
pervised learning and reinforcement learning, to add intelli-
gence to the designed system.

2. RELATED WORK
In [4] we find a multi-agent systems for stock price predic-

tion, in a four-layered architecture. Similar approaches are
found in previous works [8, 9, 14]. While [8] is focused on
predicting stock prices trend, [9] is concerned with invest-
ment decisions that optimize asset allocation. The work of
[3] presents a multi-agent system, composed of coaches and
advisors, that cooperate to optimize a portfolio based on the
analysis of assets risk.

Significant work have also been done in the field of agents
operating in a simulated stock market environment [15, 7,
1].

There is a vast literature on the topic of using non-linear
regressors to predict stock prices. There seems to be a focus
on neural networks, regarded as the state of the art in non-
linear regressors in [11, 4, 2]. The designed systems have
been applied to a variety of markets, from Romania [11] to
Germany [4] and Brazil [6].

3. ORACLIA MODEL
The starting point of defining a multi-agent architecture

is setting its goals. The main goal of the system in this case
is to maximize the return of the portfolio, and one of the rel-
evant sub-goals is to increase precision in predicting whether
or not a predefined strategy will be successful. ORACLIA’s
architecture is depicted in Figure 1.

The Fund Manager agent receives input from the user of
which assets to consider, how much capital to allocate and a
time frame, and outputs buy and sell recommendations. In
order to obtain the recommendations, the manager requests
investment strategies from the Strategy Agents. Each strat-
egy agent has access to distinct Data Provider agents that
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collect relevant data available online, store and provide it
when requested.

Strategy Agents also have access to a back-testing ser-
vice that is used to test its strategies against historic data.
Strategy agents respond to the Fund Manager with their
best strategies considering the constraints provided by the
user. Finally, the Fund Manager can provide one or more of
strategies for the user to choose from.

Figure 1: Architecture of the ORACLIA multi-agent
system

3.1 Stock Price Prediction as a Classification
Problem

The usual approach when dealing with stock price trend
prediction is using non-linear regression models to predict
future stock prices. Regression is a complex problem, with
unsatisfactory results when dealing with stock prices. Pre-
dicting the price three days ahead (or three minutes ahead
with intraday stock price) is a much harder problem than
predicting one day ahead.

To avoid this pitfall, ORACLIA turns predicting stock
price trend into a classification problem, contrary to the
common approach of using non-linear regressors. The ap-
proach is based on a predefined strategy, which the agent
holds as fixed. The strategy will tell which type of asset to
buy, when, and when to short the position.

The simplest strategy, called swing trade, is buying an
asset, and selling it if the price increases or decreases X%
within the next N days. Parameters X and N can be opti-
mized.

With a strategy defined, the strategy agent evaluates the
entire training set, and for each observation creates a bi-
nary label, which indicates whether the strategy would have
worked or not if applied on that day. The success/failure
label will be the label learned by the classifier.

The goal of the classification problem is, given the vari-
ables for the current day, to define whether applying a strat-
egy will be successful or not. There is an inherent trade-off
as we are disregarding additional information that would be
obtained in the regression-based approach, such as the ex-
pected price of the asset, to obtain a simpler model which
can be trained to higher precision.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
ORACLIA was implemented using several open source

Python packages. Scikit Learn [12] was used for machine
learning algorithms and data preprocessing features. Pan-
das [10] and matplotlib [5], Seaborn [16] and Jupyter note-
books [13] were used for data wrangling and visualization.
The agents implementation was done in the Smart Python

Agents Development Environment (SPADE) [6], which is a
FIPA-compliant multi-agent environment based on JADE.
The infrastructure used was a Mac 2014 notebook, with 8
cores and 16 GB of RAM. Future implementations will be
based on Amazon Elastic Search for better scalability.

4.1 Experiments
A prototype of ORACLIA was tested with the Brazilian

stock market (Bovespa). Data from the five stocks with
higher weight in the Ibovespa index were used in the ex-
periments: ABEV3, BBDC4, ITUB4, PETR4, and VALE5.
The training data considered the period from 2012 to 2014,
while the evaluation data considered the period from Jan.
2015 to Oct. 2016.

For each stock, a strategy agent was implemented, using
a swing trade strategy and a kNN classifier. In backtesting,
the strategy agents achieved precision as high as 80% in pre-
dicting whether or not a strategy would be successful. The
fund manager agent simulated an investment portfolio in
the period of 2015-2016. The return of investment achieved
in the period is eight times higher than the IBOVESPA in-
dex gains or any of the traded stocks treated separately, as
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Performance from Jan. 2015 to Oct. 2016,
total portfolio valuation of 252% compared to 32%
valuation of IBOVESPA index in the same period

5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented ORACLIA, a multi-agent system to

solve the optimal asset allocation problem, aiming to maxi-
mize return of an investment portfolio. To do so, several AI
methods are employed, including a novel approach to predict
stock price trends using non-parametric classifiers.

The multi-agent approach of ORACLIA, where autonomous
agents can operate independently in different locations, fa-
cilitates distribution and scalability. The use of the FIPA-
ACL communication protocol simplifies the introduction of
agents from other FIPA-compliant platforms.

Since the agents in ORACLIA’s architecture reflect roles
in an investment fund structure, the proposed approach could
be deployed as part of the organization. Likewise, human
agents could also play the role of a Strategy Agent or even
the Fund Manager in the system.

The preliminary results found in the implementation of
ORACLIA are promising, and can be further improved by
increasing the number of assets per portfolio and the range
of strategies applied for each asset.
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